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Abstract. We have so various types of entertainment, and music is one
of the most popular one. In this paper, we proposed music recommen-
dation system that interactively adapts a user’s personal affection with
only a simple operation, in which both acoustic and meta features are
used. The more a user uses the proposed system, the better the system
adapts the user’s personal affection and recommends the suitable songs.
Through the evaluational experiment, we confirmed that the proposed
system could recommend songs adapting user’s personal affection even
if the personal affection variated.

Keywords: Music retrieval system, Interactive system, Affection, Per-
sonalization

1 Introduction

Music is one of the most beloved entertainments and has attracted much at-
tention as one of media to enrich human life. The large capacity of storage has
enabled users to keep and carry a lot of music, then a user generally selects
song using the given bibliographic data such as song name, artist name and so
on; however it is cumbersome to select songs using only the bibliographic data.
Moreover, music distribution services are becoming more widespread, thus users
can get music by a single song and enjoy their favorite songs that match their
personal affection. On the other hand, getting music by a single song poses a
lack of coherence in their music databases, and to select songs using only bibli-
ographic data has become more cumbersome.

From these facts, we believe that more intuitive and usable music entertain-
ment system is needed. In this paper, we propose the music recommendation
system adapting user’s personal affection which has advantages of both random-
play and using play-list. The proposed system dynamically recommends songs
that adapt user’s personal affection from user’s own music database, then only
a simple and natural operation is needed to listen and evaluate the songs.
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Fig. 1. The flowchart of the proposed system.

2 The proposed system: IMRAPA

We propose a music recommendation system named IMRAPA (Interactive Mu-
sic Recommendation system for Adapting user’s Personal Affection). Fig. 1 de-
scribes the architecture of the proposed system. In the recommendation phase, a
candidate song estimated to be acceptive for a user’s personal affection is recom-
mended from the music database. The recommended candidate song is randomly
selected from music database and input to Näive Bayes Classifier [4], and the
probability of that the song is acceptive for the user’s personal affection (proba-
bility of playing the song) is calculated. Based on the calculated probability, the
system determines whether the song is played or not. Because we believe that
a user’s personal affection can be varying with time, therefore the stochastic
mechanism was used in the proposed system for the recommendation, and even
once rejected song has a chance to be recommended again. As the recommended
song is played, in the evaluation phase, a user evaluates the song with simple
operation: to keep listening and skip the song each means “accept” and “re-
ject,” respectively. Each latest N accepted and rejected songs’ musical features
are respectively stored in the user’s personal affection database; N for adapting
the variation of a user’s personal affection is verified through pre-experiments
and set N = 30. In the learning phase, Näive Bayes Classifier is updated with
each usage, and the next recommended candidate song is determined by the
updated Näive Bayes Classifier in the next recommendation phase. So the more
the system is used, the better the system adapts the user’s personal affection.

In our previous studies, we proposed the musical fluctuation features that
cover sound variation on music which is confirmed to influence human affective
evaluation of music [5]; we use these features as acoustic features in the proposed
system. Also, we use bibliographic data such as artist and album name as meta
features. By using both acoustic and meta features, we believe that the pro-
posed system can adaptively recommend music adapting any types of personal
affection. The proposed system is different from the existing systems [2, 1] in
that we use both acoustic features concerning musical variation with time which
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influence human affective evaluation of music and meta features such as artist
and album name, and the other [3] in that the proposed system interactively
and dynamically adapts a variable user’s personal affection with only a simple
operation. That is to say, the point of the proposed system is not recommenda-
tion mechanism, which is well known and used in varied systems, but specialized
features to adapt personal affection on music recommendation and its system
architecture.

3 Evaluational experiment

In the experiment, we asked sixteen participants to demonstrate the proposed
system based on their own personal affections with the experimental interface
on the common computer and speaker. Though the proposed system needs only
simple interface that has only “skip button,” absolutely for verifying the usability
of the proposed system, we prepared the experimental interface shown in Fig. 2;
actually the system leans user’s personal affection with only 2 options: accept
or reject. We prepared 909 songs for the experimental music database which are
selected from participants’ music compact disks and then the genres and affective
evaluations of songs were not biased. The participants were asked to listen to
200 songs, and then the evaluative criterion was “aggressive song or not” during
1-100th song (section 1), and the one was “calm song or not” during 101-200th
song (section 2). In the two sections, each the 1-20th and 81-100th songs were
assumed as the early and closing periods, respectively.

At first, we discuss about the evaluation of the recommended songs in sec-
tion 1 (Fig. 3). The percentage of each evaluation was calculated from all par-
ticipants’ evaluations. The evaluation on the closing period tended to be higher
than the one on the early period, and the significant differences were confirmed
on “Definitely accept” and “Reject” using 2-sample test for equality of propor-
tions. This result showed that the proposed system could become to recommend
the aggressive song with time: the proposed system adapted the user’s personal
affection. Next about section 2 (Fig. 4), it was confirmed that all evaluations
between the early and closing periods significantly differed. In the early period,
despite the proposed system recommended the aggressive songs from the learning
in section 1, the user accepted calm songs; naturally, the percentages of “Def-
initely accept” and “Accept” were very low and the one of “Weak reject” and
“Reject” were high. However the percentages were reversed in the closing period,
it was reasonable to consider that the proposed system became to recommend
calm songs. These results suggested that the proposed system recommended
songs adapting the user’s personal affection at each time and could adapt its
variation.

4 Conclusion and future works

In this paper, we proposed music recommendation system that interactively
adapts user’s personal affection in which both acoustic and meta features were
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Fig. 3. The percentages of each evaluation
on the early and closing periods in the sec-
tion 1 (%).
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Fig. 4. The percentages of each evaluation
on the early and closing periods in the sec-
tion 2 (%).

used. Through the evaluational experiment, we confirmed the usability of the
proposed system: the system became to recommend more acceptive songs for
variable user’s personal affection with time. The proposed system enables users
unconsciously evaluate the recommended songs with only a simple operation:
continuing to listen or skip, thus the proposed system can be useful especially
where the operation using graphic interface should be difficult such as driving.

As using lyric, we expect that the proposed system becomes to catch user’s
personal affection more truthfully and be more usable. In our future, we will
address this challenge and develop more intuitive and high efficiency music rec-
ommendation system.
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